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neurological works must be growing points in the general and the pathology, but this book is a trustworthy guide to the present state of knowledge and the growing points in the field of mental deficiency and crippling.

The November (1950) Issue

The November (1950) issue contains the following papers:

Infantile Hemiplegia Treated by Removing One Cerebral Hemisphere. By Rowland A. Krynauw.


Postoperative Intracranial Hypotension. By Jerzy Chorobski.

Electrical Activity of the Human Brain During Artificial Sleep. By B. D. Wyke.


Familial Ataxia, Deaf-Mutism, and Muscular Wasting. By W. B. Matthews.


A number of copies are still available and may be obtained from the Publishing Manager, British Medical Association, Tavistock Square, W.C.I., price 7s. 6d.
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